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ADDS LIFE TO THE COLLECTION WITH COLLECTIONHQ AND ESP

WESTMINSTER
PUBLIC LIBRARY, CO



Westminster Public Library, CO is 
a two branch library system serving 
a population of more than 100,000. 
The library’s staff have been using 
collectionHQ since 2013 to improve 
collection performance and, in 
2016, Evidence-based Selection 
Planning (ESP) was introduced to 
further support the selection of 
current and pre-published titles.

THE CHALLENGE THE SOLUTION

INTRODUCING ESP

Traditionally, selection at Westminster Public 
Library was shared among frontline staff at 
the branches. In 2015, the decision was made 
to move to centralized selection which would 
help to develop a sense of a shared collection 
across both branches and standardize selection 
methods. Following this move, selection 
became the responsibility of Collection 
Development Librarian, Jessi Barrientos, who 
would be in charge of selecting across all 
genres, subjects, age ranges and formats except 
ebooks. To support Jessi, a tool that would 
enable her to make efficient selection decisions 
was required.  

Evidence-based Selection Planning (ESP) 
provides data-driven recommendations about 
which current and pre-published titles to 
purchase and how to distribute across library 
branches. ESP was identified as the tool that 
would help Jessi to free up time from selection 
to spend on other duties and support decisions 
to align the library’s collection more closely to 
patron demand.

Before getting started with ESP, Jessi received one-to-one training from her Account Manager. 
After training, Jessi spent time integrating ESP into her selection workflow. Once familiar with 
the tool, Jessi was then able to introduce it to librarians who are encouraged to submit carts of 
both new and existing titles to ESP to identify how well they are likely to circulate. Based on their 
findings, staff can then submit more informed selection suggestions to Jessi.
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THE PROCESS

CONCLUSION

ESP complements staff knowledge of the collection and has been especially effective in the 
selection of lesser known titles or authors. Jessi shared, “ESP has helped with selecting second tier 
titles, enabling us to build up parts of the Fiction collection that have been neglected in the past”. 
ESP has also helped to identify when to act upon patron requests when it comes to selection by 
providing hard facts to confirm whether feedback is representative of a wider demand. 

Creating a collection that is balanced and representative of all patrons has long been a priority for 
staff at the Westminster Public Library. Using collectionHQ and sources of demographic data has 
helped the library to create Community Profiles for both branches to better understand the needs 
and interests of patrons. ESP has been helping to build this “hyper local” collection at each branch 
by delivering recommendations about titles and quantities based on evidence of patron check out 
trends. 

Jessi’s principle goal of streamlining the selection process has been made possible by ESP. 
Previously, Jessi would have a wider scope of titles to research which was time consuming and 
reduced the time available to spend on other tasks. She explained that, “(ESP) helps to narrow 
down titles and limits the research required.” 

ESP has also helped in securing budget for the library’s collection by enabling Jessi to 
demonstrate that decisions are not relying on gut instinct, but guided by evidence. The Library 
Administration is particularly impressed by the shift to developing a more “data-driven collection”.

collectionHQ and ESP are invaluable tools at Westminster Public Library for streamlining the 
selection process and crafting a collection that fully represents the Westminster community. The 
future of the collection is much stronger for having collectionHQ and ESP available. 
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KEY 
BENEFITS

Improve turnover

Increase 
circulation

Discover 
new titles

Meet patron 
demand


